
MSA Cable Temporary Horizontal Lifeline



Manageable Cable
Lightweight and flexible galvanized cable  

makes installation easy.

No Sweat Tensioning
Locking and tensioning mechanisms are on the same side—no need to travel 

back and forth during set up.
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MSA Cable Temporary Horizontal Lifeline

Through intuitive and toolless installation features, MSA’s Temporary 
Horizontal lifeline can help save time on the jobsite when it comes  
to setting up your lifelines.

Get to Work Faster
No tools required! The MSA temporary horizontal lifeline  
uses an integrated locking and tensioning mechanism  
on the handle—eliminating the need for nuts, bolts,  
and wrenches. This allows for a 75% faster installation  
compared to traditional cable systems.

Additional Features

Time Savings
Ease of use compared to traditional cable systems  

can help save hours on installation over time. 

Check out our time savings calculator here ➜
Install 75% faster  
than traditional  
cable systems
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Confident Installation
Multiple visual indicators on the system let the user know the system is locked, tensioned, and ready for use:

The tension indicator window goes from red  
to green once the system is tensioned— 
letting the user know it’s ready for use.

MSA’s patented bypass shuttles help users  to maintain 
100% tie-off while passing each other on the same line, 

increasing mobility without sacrificing safety.

Cable wrapBypass shuttles Cable lock Install instructions 
on handle
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Watch our 
installation  
video here:
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Two cable-lock indicators display red  
until the system is locked into place.
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P/N Description

10219297 MSA Temporary Cable Horizontal Lifeline for 2 Workers, 18.3m (60 ft), with bypass shuttles (Anchorage straps not included) 

Ordering Information


